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By Michael Phelan
ABOUT THE BOOK: Self-empowerment is essentially
the Key to everything. Within these pages you will find
that Key. This journey of self-discovery is more than
mere words, but rather the immediate experience of a
true partner/relationship with the Universe. Utilizing
tangible experimentation within the anagram CARE we
find our true, natural and dynamic potential. Beyond
limitations we discover our true self.
YOU WILL DISCOVER:







Your unrealized human possibilities.
How to achieve your highest human excellence.
How to open and strengthen your healing
abilities.
Increased confidence and self-awareness in all
fields of endeavor.
The Path to embracing the transition to Unity
Consciousness.
The dynamic power of partnering with the
infinite Universe.

Imagine a journey to the Center of the Universe. You
Allow its infinite power to flow through your mind,
body and spirit. As you Relax completely, you begin to
discover and Express your true and natural selfempowerment experience.

The Author: Michael Phelan has earned
international acclaim as one of America’s
most
knowledgeable
Mind-Body-Spirit
healers. Contributions to the fields of energy
healing and therapeutic modalities have put
him in touch with groups like New York
hospice nurses seeking certification to work
with extremely ill and elderly patients who
can receive the benefits of healing and
comfort when treated with skills acquired
under the teachings of Michael Phelan.
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“It is educational, inspiring, insightful, helpful and fun. In his very readable and humor-laced style,
Michael offers us information, exercises, new perspectives and personal stories. How fortunate we are to
have Michael with us on the planet at this time.”
~ Avis A. Burnett, Ph.D.
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